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I'd like to begin by saying that there's a strange notion inherent in the
relationship between choreography and technology. Choreography is
traditionally the organization of the movement of bodies in time and space.
Technology is traditionally that which bodies use to achieve ends otherwise
unavailable to bodies themselves. Bodies and their technologies are strange
bedfellows, but they have, historically, been separate beings- whether that
technology is a camel, a hammer, or a smartphone.
What we become increasingly aware of today, though, is that technology is no
longer a separate being. Instead, bodies- both human and animal- become
not only reliant on technologies, but as if to absorb its very DNA, assume the
characteristics, logics, and formats of those technologies. This is a feedback
loop. A technology is an expression of possibility, an expression which is
imagined by a- so far- human brain. But this feedback loop means that our
brains, our bodies and our sense of what is human is largely determined by the
technologies that we produce, and this is something which I think we are all to
some degree aware of today. So in another way, a technology is only a
medium by which we bridge the actual to the possible of our selves.

But we can't employ a technology without also becoming it. And its at this
point, not where body meets technology, nor where technology is an extension
of a body, but where a body becomes or absorbs technology into the identity
of its very being, the way it functions and programs and is aware of itself
where a lot of my choreographic work has dealt with. I want to be clear here
that I'm not speaking about cyborgs. So the performance artist Stelarc you
might have heard, grew a human ear on his arm- in my opinion this is a body
becoming technology in a literal sense. But I'm not particularly interested in
this actual, literal becoming, this physical interaction or encounter with
technology. It is rather the constant virtual encounter which we have with
technology which I'm interested in. It is a becoming which is real, but not
actual.
Maybe to explain what I mean better, I need to create some new grammar. So
what I'm interested in is a body technolgy-ing. To make this noun 'technology'
a verb, an action, a mode of being and to ask, what is the specific design of
this technology- is what interests me in my choreographic practice.
So I'll try in the next few minutes to give a few examples from my work and if
there are any questions, I hope we can find time for this afterwards.

I'll begin with a performance I made in 2006 called Limewire. Limewire is the
now rather outdated Peer-to-peer file sharing community that came up just
after Napster- and it came up for me when I was questioning what could be
considered a contemporary youth movement. It seemed to me that the
contemporary youth movement was not so much based on the spirit of
'against' as in previous youth and counter-cultural movements but rather the
spirit of copying- the ability to copy, cut up, re-combine and disseminate not
necessarily new expressions, but new combinations of already existing
expressions. My question was basically what happens when the mosh pit
turns into the network:

Here, rather than crashing into each other, we looped movement derived from
slam dancing, harcore punk concerts and so on and copied and recombined
parts of each other's movement- so repeating, breaking down, copying from
others, recombining, allowing this act of copying and combining to morph the
form of the whole body establishing other loops which were then shared and
copied from other performers.
In 2008, I began a research on Utopias. After a series of politically focused
works- I wanted to explore spaces seemingly above or beyond politics. This
research spawned two projects. The first, Neverland came from thinking
about Michael Jackson as a kind of utopian body, a pop icon who was dematerializing, disappearing before the mass-publics' very eyes. This lead me
to research making a hologram and hiring a professional Jackson
impersonator.

Here, we see a freestanding image of his body mostly in pauses between
iconic movements, breathing heavily and at certain points, the image standing
in the middle of the space fades out leaving the room empty.
That year I also made Second Life, here working with the idea of avatars and
a kind of futuristic old age home populated by actual elderly amateur
performers.

The performance was shown in two parts until the last show when due to
several of the elderly being injured- they might agree that unfortunately, they
still have bodies... we changed the format around and performed both parts
simultaneously with a see-through scrim between where the audience could
freely walk around seeing the elderly in a cruiseship like environment, playing
what was a kind of Nintendo Wii- meditation and practicing new-age exercises
which they listened to through ipods. On the other side of the scrim was us,
asif from the inside of the computer screen, their young, grey-wigged
avatars...

In 2010, I made The Host

which began a different track explored in the next two projects. Here the
question for me now became how to think nature as a kind of technology- a
machine which we had sort of lost control over. In this case, we performed as
cowboys on an unstable landscape made of inflatables on dimmer tracks,
causing our ground to be increasingly unstable and unmanageable. The
cowboy- a prototypical Western symbol of man's ability to tame nature, in this
case does battle not with a natural-nature but a man-made, mechanical
nature, and the idea of nature as background and human as foreground gets
reversed.

In order to achieve this, I thought about how to make the theater space itself a
new-nature, an active performer rather than the stable background which it
usually is understood to be. This research coming out of The Host lead to
another project in 2012 called Welcome To The Jungle.

Welcome To The Jungle was a performance installation in which the public
navigates a low-lit labyrinth of moving mirror foils, rain, wind, smells, heavy
bass rumblings and child performers dressed in yellow rain coats. The idea
here was how to mechanize the theater in order to create an active climate,
an environment which was not there for human protagonists, but if anything
destabilized the ability for humans to control, rely on, or navigate their
surroundings. The primary focus of choreography here was how to move the
space and the sense of space itself- how this technologized nature might
allow us to think choreography besides, beyond, or after human presence.

The last project I made, The Middle Ages

was a performance looking at the acceleration of time which we experience
and the blur that this has created in our relationship to the past. This features
a lot of anachronism as we tried to create a sense of time which was
inherently 'middle' -neither-nor- a renaissance 'now', a modern 'now', a
neanderthal 'now', a future 'now'...

For the last section of the performance which we called 'future' we worked
with the idea of short format expressions which are increasingly a mode of our
communication and social performances today. Twitter, Vine, the GIF, the
Meme, status updates and so on are premised on this short format expression
and my question was what the implication was for the time-based form of
performance. So, you could think of- like 'the medium is the message'- what
would a twitter dance be- where each discreet expression has to make its
point within a matter of seconds and is then responded to or shared by others
instantly? And this brings us back to the strange relationship I was speaking
about earlier perhaps- what is the difference between considering technology
as something apart from us, which we use, or rather to consider it as
something which we are increasingly becoming: as the link between our actual
and our potential selves, or I would say even better between our actual and
our virtual selves.
So yes, twitter is perhaps a technology that allows for more communication,
faster social interaction etc. but it's also the link between us now and our
becoming, twittering selves. So 'tweeting' might be to actually use the
technology to comment on Taylor Swift's last music video, but twittering would
be to absorb the characteristics and the format of this technology. To behave
like Twitter itself. To virtually become the technology, which would be to say,
and this might sound paradoxical- to really become it, but not to actually
become it.
For the time being, we still have bodies, and this means that every
technological development changes our definition of what bodies are. But it
also means that our metaphysical definition of other bodies- be they of nature
or of animals- our projection not only of our selves but of other is increasingly
formatted by these technologies. Which brings us last but not least, back to
our friend Tata.

Tata is of the genealogy of technology par excellance. For centuries her
ancestors have been technologized bodies designed for human use.

In my next project, Atlas Revisited, along with visual artist Karthik Pandian I've
been working with camels, trying to convince them to dance choreographies
by Merce Cunnigham. Long story. But the question I would like to leave you
with is that while we have relied, and even become to a certain extent our
technologies, what happens when our technologies no longer need us? What
happens when they have been body-ing for long enough that they can do their
own dance, what happens when the feedback loop switches direction and
now it's technology's turn to become human, or rather i should ask, what might
our technologies look like when they are human-ing?

thank you.

